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Based In:

ABOUT CHAMPION SERVICES

Employee

Count:
Champion Services was created to provide services to people with
intellectual and physical disabilities allowing them to live, work,
socialize, exercise and participate in their community. Clients develop
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meaningful productive job skills, and will grow socially, emotionally and
spiritually for a richer, more fulfilling life. Champion Services strives to
be a therapeutic enriched program moving people forward in their adaptive skills for successful community living.

Previous
Provider:

LIFE BEFORE NETCHEX
Before switching to Netchex in 2015, Champion
Services was utilizing Paychex for their payroll, time
and attendance and certificate tracking needs. They
realized Paychex was lacking in several areas, such
as applications being manually entered in their
recruiting tool and a lackluster process for the
Affordable Care Act (ACA). So they started looking
at other vendors, and Netchex checked all their
boxes with our single-source solution.

Netchex Services:

☑ Payroll + Tax
☑ Time and Attendance
☑ NetGuide
☑ NetInsight
☑ NetRecruiter
☑ NetCOBRA

☑ NetBenefits
☑ Employee Self-Service
☑ Manager Self-Service
☑ E-Verify
☑ ACA Central

WHY WE WERE (AND ARE) THE BEST SOLUTION

By switching to Netchex, Champion Services was able to automate their
employee life-cycle by utilizing several of Netchex’s impactful tools. By
adding our NetGuide module, the administrators for Champion Services
took control of their employees’ life-cycles with automatic additions of
new hires and a streamlined onboarding process and task management,
ensuring compliance and timely completion of important hiring
documents.
Our NetGuide tool pairs perfectly with NetRecruiter, our applicant
tracking module within Netchex. NetRecruiter gives Champion a
streamlined recruiting, interviewing and candidate scoring process.
With job posting and resume management, shared communications
about candidates internally, and powerful insights on interview
evaluations, Champion is all set to secure their next hires.
Now that Champion has their new employee recruited, hired and onboarded, they can seamlessly transition them onto the company’s benefits
plans and enrollment through NetBenefits. With effortless enrollment and uncomplicated management, NetBenefits empowers their
employees to take control of their medical and dental coverage.
As a whole, Netchex’s web-based, integrated solutions give Champion Services complete control over payroll, benefits and human resources
information. Everything is managed with one system, meaning the Champion Services team can spend their time on their meaningful work and
impact they have on their community, rather than manual, painstaking additional work.

®

Let’s talk. Visit netchex.com or call 877-729-2661 to learn more.

